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Abstract

An inter-satellite radio link combining the functions of communication with ranging is preferred by
formation flying mission using small satellites due to power and mass limitations. This paper addresses a
new side-tone-based inter-satellite radio link for small satellite formation flying.

Typically, the inter-satellite radio link based on pseudo-random code technology for data transmission
and the measurement of relative distance. However, this technology requires a more complex architecture
resulting in high hardware cost. A side-tone ranging and communication system offers a less complex
architecture compared to pseudo-random code systems. Thus reduces the load for the onboard pro-
cessor. However, traditional side-tone systems, such as in satellite Tacking Telemetry and Command
(TTC)systems, use several separated subcarriers for both ranging tone and data transmission. The data
and ranging tone modulated on subcarriers are then modulated by an analog phase-modulated on a main
carrier. By means of this modulation, the residual carrier occupies most of the power while only part of
the power is used for data transmission. Therefore, the power efficiency of those systems is lower than for
pseudo-random code ranging systems using a digital modulation method. There is a clear need to design
more power-efficient system to improve traditional side-tone ranging systems.

This paper presents a modified side-tone based ranging and communication system in which the side-
tone is first phase-modulated on a main carrier, and then this “alienation” main carrier works as BPSK
digital modulated carrier. Since a digital modulation method is applied, the system improves the power
efficiency of data transmission.

The performance of demodulation of ranging side-tones and data is investigated. This paper also
presents a method for ambiguity of phase resolution. Under varies signal-to-noise ratio, the ranging
accuracy and calibration error is analyzed. The analysis shows that the modified side-tone ranging system
for inter-satellite communication and ranging link presented in the paper achieves a good performance.
A ranging side-tone and communication function integrated in one device with a efficient utilization of
radio channels is promising for small satellite formation flying missions.
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